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in a way that would have given Henry, the father of
all Fords, more pleasure than an old-age pension. I was
terrified. Who were these bandits ?
When the lorry was well behind, their features relaxed
into a friendly grin and they introduced themselves. The
soldier, Balambaras Ali Nur : " I am to take you all over
the Ogaden for the Emperor " ; the civilian, Ato Haile :
" I am the secretary of the Governor of Harrar, who is
in the Ogaden, but in his place I will give you fruit, whisky
and sodawater. You will sleep in Lorenzo's home at
Harrar."
Harrar appeared over the hill. A few European build-
ings, then the new stucco-Imperial palace of the Duke of
Harrar, the Emperor's second and favourite boy, for whom
Nasibu was now ruling. The town-wall, of mud and stone ;
narrow gates under whose crumbling lintels a crowd of
human beings jostled in and out. Harrar, immemorially,
is the only fenced city in Ethiopia, Above the town, whose
houses were a continuous brown-washed maze without
gardens, almost without streets, rose two high pinnacles,
dirty white, and the purer towers of a thick-set building
whose blinding white square dominated the mound of
Harrar. The pinnacles were the Mosque, the towers stood
watch on the old palace of Ras Makonnen, Menelik's great
governor and the Emperor's father, Ethiopia's first
modernist. The half-eroded lions at their gate now guarded
Ethiopia's second wireless station. The whitewashed French
hospital, whose courtyard was shaded by the pink showers
of the pepper trees and the pink oleander, stood across
the road at the town-centre, Feres Magallo. Below and
to the south, a brown and ancient honeycomb, lay Harrar
old town, built with sand, dark wall jammed against
dark wall, packed with people and smelling to high
heaven.
The Harrar women were beautifully dressed and all in
the same range of colours : a multiple design of black,
crimson and bright yellow. Bangles held arms and ankles,
the head was covered with a sari, the soft legs were veiled
in muslin trousers which tightened above the foot. They
walked about freely; their features were small and
elegant.
Lepers stood to right and left of the narrow road, exposing

